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GLACIER OBSERVATIONS IN THE CANADIAN CORDILLERA
by

V.MEEK,
Controller, Dominion 'Vater nnd Power Bureau, Department of i\Iines and R esources

In connection with studies of the water resources of the mountainous rive.rs
of British Columbia and Alberta, the Dominion vVater and Power Bureau, Department of Mines and Resources, in 1945, initiated an annual survey of certain typical
glaciers in the Canadian Cordillera. In addition to obtaining glacier information
of general scientific value, the ultimate prupose in view is the determination of the
effect of glacier variation on run-off, particularly the amount of run-off whi ch may
be expected in future from our glacier resources. A limited number of glaciers
were selected for observation purposcs, each reasonably accessible and considered
to be typical of the general area of location. The studies in the Coast and Selkirk
Ranges have been conducted under the direction of Mr. C. E. vVebb , District Chief
Engineer, Vancouver; those in the Rocky l\lountain Range, under 1\1r. O. H. Hoover,
District Chief Engineer, Calgary.
Glacier Phenomena
Glaciers are formed by great depths of snow accumulating in mountain basins
at high altitude; the weight of the snow, assisted by surface melting, causes the
lower layers to compact and to turn into ice. Under the pressure exeIted,
together with gTavitational effect, the ice slowly extrudes through the valley outlets
of the basin, the flow resembling that of a river. When the slowly moving mass
of ice in the valley reaches lower altitudes, melting takes place during the summer
months, forming glacial streams. When the annual amount of melting equals the
rate of ice flow, the glacier becomes more or less stabilized, advanci ng in winter
and retreating in summer; if the annual melting exceeds the forward movement.
the toe of the glacier retreats from year to year . Our present glaciers are the
remnants of the continental ice cap which once covered a large pmt of the northern
half of the continent. « Alpine» glaciers are those flowing directly the upper icefield; « Piedmont » glaciers are formed by a union of one or more Alpine glaciers
into a single stream.
The year to year changes in individual glaciers depend upon the amo unt of ice
supplied from the upper icefi eld, the rate of ice flow and the quantity melted away
on the tongue; if more ice is supplied than is melted, the glacier advances, while
if melting exceeds supply, recession takes place. Annual temperature, precipitation, sllllshine, amo unt of moraine covering and the topography of the valley modify
the result so that many factors are involved. Thcre may be also a considerable
time lag before gradual changes in the icefield are reflected by thc valley glacier.
Long-term general variations of regional glaciers are caused by changes in climate,
palticularly the factors of temperature and precipitation. At the present t ime sufficient data have not been aceumulated to determine thc physieal laws governing
glacial phenomena.
Observations by Alpine Club of Canada
Although glacier observations in Canada under governmental direction began
only in 1945, sporadic observations a nd studies of the variations of a number of glaciers in the mountainous regions of British Culombia and Albelta have been made
by members of the Alpine club of Canada over a long period of years , the first on
record b eing for the year 1887. In addition to photographs, the recorded observations usually have included the distance from a reference point to t he nearest
ice of the glacier toe; a limited number of observations also were made of the rate
of glacier flow. Reports on these observations, together with excellent articles on
the formation , characteristics and phenomena of glaciers , h ave been published in
the Canadian Alpine J ournal from :time to time; three of the m ore noted investigators and wI·iters were, - VV. H. Sherzer, W. S. Vaux and A. 0 , vVheeler.
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The observations of Canadian Glaciers recorded in the Canadian Alpine Journal
reveal a general and practically continuous recession since 1887. This recession
coincides with a similar glacier retreat in the Swiss Alps so that the earlier pattern
of Canadian glacier variation probably was somewhat similar to that in Europe.
In brief, beginning in 1812, there was a general advance of all glaciers which reached
a maximmn in 1825; a period of decrease then set in, followed by a less positive
increase which reached a maximum about 1850; then ensued a period of marked
decrease and in 1870, all the glaciers were definitely retreating. The period 1875
to 1894 was indecisive, certain glaciers advancing and others retreating; since than
the decrease has become almost universal and has continued more or less positive
in character until the present time.
Records of Glacier Variation
In 1894 an International Commission on Glaciers with headquarters at Lausanne, Switzerland, was appointed by the International Congress of Geologists
meeting at Zurich and a general record of glacier variation throughout the world
was kept for many years, reports being received from the Canadian Alpine Club
covering observations in Canada. The Commission ceased to function during '''orld
War I but was reconstructed under the auspices of the Section of Scientific Hydrology of the International Union on Geodesy and Geophysics at its full meeting at
Stockholm in 1930. Glacier data also have been compiled by the Smithsonian Institute at Washington. The studies underway by the Dominion 'Vater and Power
Bureau will provide CUlTent data on glacier conditions in Canada.
Methods of Observation
The methods of observation used to date by the Bureau include t he following
procedures :
1. The setting up of fixed reference marks near the toe of each glacier under
observation. These markers are tied in to perma nent topographical features.
2. The annual measurement of the distance from a reference point or base line
to the nearest ice of the toe; or alternatively, the annual mapping of the forefoot.
In the latter case, successive yearly plottings show clearly the average advance or
recession across the whole forefoot .
3. The setting up of camera stations from which photographs can be ·taken
annually to show overall changes in the glacier.
4 . The study of the rate of glacier flow by means of placques 01' markers set
out on the ice along a base line crossing the glacier some distance above the toe.
The base line is set perpendicular to the direction of flow and the deviation of the
markers from the base line is measured trigonometrically each year. Field trials
of different markers are under way.
ii. Determination of annual ablation by means of a surface cross-sect ion line
run across the glacier tongue perpendicular to the line of flow and some distance
up from the toe.
.
6. It has been recommended that aerial photographs be taken of each glacier
at about five-year intervals to cover the general outline of the glacier and adjoining icefield. These would ind.icate the general shrinkage or extension of the supply
reservoir which is actually more important from the long-term run-off viewpoint
than the yearly local change of the glacier tongue.
Glaciers Under Observation
For the purposes of the Dominion 'Water and Power Bureau studies, typical
glaciers in each mountain range were selected. In the Coast Range, two areas,
Garibaldi Park and Mount Waddington, are comparatively accessible and considered
to be representative of the range ; the Helmet, Sentinel and Sphinx Glaciers were
chosen in Garibaldi Park and The Franklin Glacier in the Mount Waddington aI·ea.
In the Selkirks, Kokanee Glacier in the southern portion and the Illecillewaet in .
the more northerly region were adopted. Ih the Main Range of the Rockies, glaciers
in the Banff and Jasper National Parks have been used including Victoria, Peyto,
Saskatchewan, Athabaska, Freshfield and IJyell Glaciers; the Yoho and Angel Gla-
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ciers were also inspected. The distribution of these glaciers and their specific locations are shown on the accompanying map which covers adjoining parts of British·
Columbia and Alberta ; the general location is indicated on the inset map of Canada,
A typical view of each glacier, selected from those taken in 1945, 1946 and H147,
is shown in the appended photogTaphs.
Records of the observations by the engineel's of the Dominion Water and Power
Bureau covering two full years are now available for most of the above glaciers.
A short description of each glacier, together with a brief review of previous and current observations is given below, The observations are also summarized in tabular
form.
COAST RANGE

Sentinel GlacieT
The Sentinel, Sphinx and Helmet Glaciers are 'located in Garibaldi Park, about
60 miles north of Vancouver. The Sentinel is typical of all the glaciers in the Park.
It is the Piedmont type being composed of several smaller glaciers which unite into
.a short trunk. Observations for the year 1935-36 showed a mean recession of
240 feet on two shallow projections of the toe. In 1945 the base line pI'eviously
used could not be located but photographic evidence indicated a recession of about
HOO feet from 19:3,3 to 194,,), being 90 feet per yeal.. For the two-year period ]94·5194,7 the recession was 141 feet or 70 feet per year. The forward movement during
1946-47 was 10 feet.
Observer - P. ''V. Strilaeff, Field Engineer, Vancouver.
1.

2. Sphinx Glacie1'
The Sphinx Glacier lies two miles north of the Sentinel. Its forefoot is very
indefinite and inegular; it is difficult to approach at j)resent owing to huge blocks of ice
near the toe. The moraines deposited by its recession are undisturbed and provide
an excellent geological record of its retreat. No measurements were made but
photographs were taken in 194;'), 1946 and 1 !} '.t. 7.
Observer - P. W. Strilaeff,
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3. Helmet Glacier
Helmet Glacier is typical of the « Alpine» basin type of glacier with a northern
exposure . It has two tongues about half a mile apart ,on each of which observations
were made in 1935 and 1936 by the British Columbia Mountaineering Club which
showed a recession of 112 feet for the East Tongue and 85 feet for the West Tongue
in one year. The observations of 1945-1947 show average annual recessions
of 55 feet and 50 feet respectively. For the period 1935-1947 the West Tongue
receded 546 feet or an average of 45.5 feet per year. The amount of forward movement on the East Tongue was 14 feet in the year 1946-1947.
Observer - P. W. Strilfaeff.

,t. Franklin Glacier
This glacier is formed on the slopes of Mount Waddington which is situated
about 165 miles northwest of Vancouver; it discharges into the Franklin Hiver
which flows into Knight Inlet near its head. Observations regarding its recession
were instituted by Mr. D. Munday of the Canadian Alpine Club in 1927. During
the period 1927-194;3 the total recession was 4;320 feet, being a yearly aver age
of 2;31 feet. During the two-year period 194;3-19·17 the average was 292 feet.
Observer - lL V. Gallon, Field Engineer, Vaneouvc,r .

SELKIRK HANGE
;3. Kokanee Glader.
The Kokanee Glacier is loeated about 20 miles northwest of Nelson, on the
north side of the highest ridge in the southern limits of the Selkirk Mountains.
The glacier has two tongues about one mile apart, one at the head of .Toker Creek
and the other at the head of Coffee Creek, the tongues of both being in basins well
below the main ice field.
Although no previous records have been compiled, it can be deduced from Gc 0logical Survey Map No. 203B, based on 1$)23 topographic surveys, that Coffee Creek
tongue has receded about one-half mile and the .T oker Creek Tongue about one-quarter
mile since 1923. Observations covering 194;3-1947 show the average annual recession of the .Toker Creek tongue was ;36 feet and that of Coffee Creek tongue 93 feet.
Observer - vV. P. lIarland, Field Engineer, VancouveT.
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6. Illecillewaet Glacier
This glacier which is located in the west side of the main divide of the Selkirks
is three miles south of Glacier, on the Canadian Pacific H a ilway . It is the source
of one of the main tributaries of the Columbia Hiver. The glacier proper has a n
area of about nine square miles.
Records on the Illecillewaet date back to 1887 having been kept more or less
continually since that date by m embers of the Alpine Club of Canada. Large alders
growing near the toe in 1887 indicated that the glacier had been in this maximum
position for many years. Since then the recession has been rapid but appears to
be retarding since 19:31. The average annual rate of retreat was 28 feet from 18U8
t o 1905, 88 feet from 190;; to 1911, 184 feet from 1911 to ,1081 and 4:3 feet from
U)Bl to 194;',. The average annual recession fOl' the years 1!H5-Hl47 was ;;i'i feet .
Observer - W. 1'. H arland.

N°

(j

ROCKY MOU:1\TAIN'HANGE
7 . V icloTia Glacier
'~'he Victoria Gl::?ier originate,s in Ab~ot Pass and is fed by snow and ice avalandlIng ,frOl~l the chffs and, hanglllg ~lacICrs of M?lllltS Victoria and Lefroy. Its
ton~ue h es III the vaIl~y of l,ake LoU1s~ at a~l altIt ude of abo ut 6.000 feet, being

buried under a m ass of moralllal materia l which m akes observations of its true
p osition very difficult. It has been under intermittent observation since 18US
the average rate of retreat for the period 1898-1912 be in o' 18 feet per year ' fo r
Hj'L;)-1947 the rate was 00 feet.
/:)
,
Observer - " T
. T.l\'IcFarlane, Senior Eng ineer , Calgary.

8. P eyto Glade'/'
The P eyto glacier fl ows from the ' Vapta Icefield, the extent of which is about
40 square miles and general elevation H.OOO feet. It is the source of the Mistaya
River. It was first p hot ographed in 1897 and measurements were made in 19<3:3
and at intervals thereafter. The average yearly recession since 1897has been estimated at 42 feet, varying from 21 feet per year for the period 18H7-19:38 to 133 feet
per year for the period 1939 -1 942, For the period 1945-1947 the recession averaged
45 feet per year and the r ate of f low was 70 fe et per year.
Observer - W. T. McFarlane.
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9. Freshfield Glacier
This glacier belongs to the Freshfield Icefield which is situated on the Continental Divide between tributaries of the North Saskatchewan and Columbia Rivers,
its drainage being principally to the Saskatchewan. The icefield has an area of
about 22 square miles and the trunk glacier has a length of about nine miles discharging through a deep, narrow valley. It forms the head water of the Howse River.
The glacier is easy of access, fairly smooth and ideal for purposes of record.
Records, consisting either of photographs or measurements, are available dating
back to 1902. The total recession since 1902 is 3,525 feet, an average of 80 feet
per year for 45 years; 'during the last 25 years the recession averaged 104 feet per
year. Observations by the Bureau were undertaken in 1947.
Observer - W. '1. iYlcFarlane.

10. Saskatchewan Glacun

This glacier has its source in the Columbia Icefields and forms one of the headwaters of the North Saskatchewan River. The surface of the glacier is very rough
and its toe is irregular. Surveys to record its I'eCeSSioll began in 194:3, no previous
observations being known. During the two-yea I' period 1945-1H47 the total recession was about 250 feet.
Observer - "V. T. l\IcFarJane.
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11. Athabaska Glacier
The Athabaska Glacier, also having its source in the Columbia Icefields, is considered to be excelJent for observation purposes being fairly smooth and having a
welJ defined toe. It is readily accessible from the Banff-Jasper Highway about
80 miles north of Lake Louise. Prior to the surveys covering both recession and
flow which began in 1945, no records are known. The amount of recession for the
two years was very irregular at different points of measurement varying from 50
to 220 feet. The rate of ice flow averaged 63.5 feet per year for the two years.
Observer - W. T. McFarlane.

12. Angel Glacier
The Angel Glacier, which is at the base of l\lount Edith Cavell in Jasper National
Park, is more or less isolated and does not belong to any perticular icefield . It
was placed under observation in 1!)45 but is now not considered to be of value for
record purposes as the tongue is not now connected to the upper glacier and the
toe is completely covered with rock and difficult to locate. The amount of recession
1945 to 1947 varied from 40 to 200 feet.
Observer - 'V. '1'. MeI"arlane.

~o

la.

12

Yoho Glacier

'1 his glacier is the largest southern outflow from the 'Vapta Icefield and is
located about 20 miles from Yoho Station on the Canadian Pacific Railwav. It
is the source of the Yoho Hiver. When first discovered it presented a magnificent
ice-fall which for many years attracted visitors. It was placed under observation
by members of the Canadian Alpine Club in 190] and intermittent records were
kept until 19B1. It was inspected in 194:) but was found to have retreated up the
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valley until it is now a hang ing glacier unsuitable for recording purposes ; previous
reference points could not be located. From the Alpine Club records the annual
rates of recession were 1901-1904, 37 feet; 190(i-191 8, 33 feet; 19 15-19Sl,46 feet.
The average rate of forward movement of the ice was 103 feet per year as observed
for ten individual years bet ween H)(W and 1$Jl S.
Observer - ' I\'. T . lVIcFarlane.

1\0

14~

.w

Lycll Glacier

This glacier forms part of the Lyell Icefield on the Continental divide and is
approached from the B anff-Jasper Highway a bout (iO miles north of Lake Louise.
It was inspected in September 1947, p hotograp hs taken and a reference base line
established ; however it is not regarded as well suited for observation purposes
owing to its steep forefoot. It has apparently receded rapidly in recent year;;.
Observer - 'I\'. T. lVIcFarla ne.

A weighted average for all the years of record prior to ] !l'1 5 011 ten of the above
listed glaeiers for which records are available for HJ4ii-H)47 shows a recession of
88.2 feet as compared with 88.H feet for the pel'iod ]!l45 -1!J4 7. This would indicate

that the general ratc of recession has accelerated during recent years. There are
not sufficient data t o draw conclusions in regard to variations in mte of fl ow.
Conclusion
It is generally agreed that the Ie ce ~sion of our gla ciers has been caused by a
gradual long-term change in climatic conciiti ollS, primarily a slight increase in an nual
mean temperature; probably there was also been a lower mte of precipitation in
the mountains and longer periods of sun shin e. It is ever ywhere evident t hat, in
form er times, glaciers were of mu ch greater ext ent tha n at present and that there
has been a decrease and shrinkage for many years. Annual district variations in
t emper ature, precipitation and sun sh ine determine if an individua l glacier will
advance or retreat over a short period of years and these same forces acting over
longer periods of time determine the long-term trend. On individual glaciers the
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Source of Confederation Glacier B.C. s howing Mt \Vaddinglon in Background

Source or'the Glacier \Vhitc l\Inntle Hangc. -

Knight Inlet B.C.

y.

Summary of Observations
Period of
Record
Glacier

Annual Rate Annual Rate
of Forward
of recession
Movement Feet
Feet

COAST RANGE
193:'; - 1936
19 36 - If)45
1945 - 1947

1. Sentinel

8 . Helmet -

240
90
70

19B;,) - 1986
1036 - 194,)
1!)45 - 1947
1!)35 - 193(i
]945 - 194·7

50
112
51')

1927 - 1934
1934 - 1945
194;'; - 1947

270
2!)2

Coffee Creek

11)23 - 104·;'5
H)415 - 19.47

]20
!la

.Joker Creek

11123 - 1041;
194,) - ]1l4 7

,)(i

181)S - lilO,,)
1005 - 1011
Hnl - ] 931
10,l1 - ]!l4,)
1!l45 - 1947

83
]34
43

181)8 - 1903
11)07 - 1912
] 94,) - 1947

17
10
33

'W cst Tonguc

East Tongue
4. Ji'-rankl-in

10

(l!.)4H -47)

14

(Ul4H -47)

85
;-H;

~2]

SELKIRK RANGE
5 . Kokanee -

6. lllecillewaet

(jO

~8

:");)

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HANGE
7. Victoria

8. Pe,ljto

1807
Hl8a
]986
1080
11)42
1045

] 93B
HJH6
19,H)
] 042
] 04;'5
1947

2]
7U
117
] 33
77
415

n.

1002 - 1022
1922 - 1037
Hla7 - H)47

87
137

10. Saskatchewan

104;'> - ]047

125

11. A tlwbaska

1\)45 - 1!)47

] 85

12. Angel

1945 - 1947

120

13. Yo lw

] 901 - 1004
1006 - HHS
l!H8 - 1931

33

PresltJield
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-

147
15!J

9;)

71
71

37
4H

103

(1000)

,.'

rate of change may be affected by conditions of the vallcy such as steepness of the
slope, width of tongue and amount of moraine covering. It is expected that the
systematic observations now being made annually by the Bureau will yield data
which will be invaluable for studies co-relating weather and climatic conditions
with glacial phenomena.
As glacial run-off constitutes an important part of the flow of many of our
rivers, the effect of glacial recession on stream flow is of primary impOltance to the
Bureau.
The measurement of glacial streams in close proximity to the glaciers of origin
is usually not practicable owing to poor channel conditions in moraine material and
would be of little value owing to the extremely capricious flow. On the lower reaches of stream largely of glacial origin more satisfactory records can be secured and
these may be compared with those obtained on non-glacial streams. When sufficient data have been accumulated, studies will be undertaken in respect to the effect
of glacial recession on stream flow, although these will be complicated by the many
factors involved.

o

Description of Photographs
Description

Glacier

Photographer

Date

1. Sentinel
2. Sphinx
3 . Helmet

P.W. Strilaeff

Aug. 27, l!'4()
Aug. 27. 194G
Aug. 28, 194G

4 . Franklin

A.V. Gallon
W.P. Harland

5. Kokanee

6. IIlecillewaet
7. Victoria

Peyto
Freshfield
Saskatchewan
Athabaska
Angel
13. Yoho
14. Lyell
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

w:r.

McFarlane

Sept. 12,
Sept. 9,
point
Sept. 19,

1947
1945

Joker
1945

Aug. 1(), 1946
Aug. 19, 1940
Sept. 12, l!)47
Aug. 23, 194()
Aug. 26, 194(;
Aug. 26, 194{}
Aug. 20, 1945
Sept. 11, 1947

From a distance
»

Hight sidc of west
tongue
From (( C » marker
From (( A » reference
Creek tongue on right.
From reference point
(( '\IV »
Toe showing moraine
covering
From reference point
From edge of timber
From mountain side
From '\IVilcox Mountain
Toe from below
Toe from below
General view
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